
Growing Mushrooms at Home

Growing Oyster Mushrooms on Straw

1. Gather materials:
a. bucket or bag for inoculated straw
b. laundry bag or 5-gallon paint strainer bag
c. wheat or oat straw, or other agricultural waste
d. a way to shred the straw -- shredder, vacuum mulcher, lawnmower, string trimmer, machete, etc.
e. a cooler
f. a way to heat water -- a big pot on the stove is good
g. thermometer to check water temperature -- meat thermometer is perfect
h. mushroom spawn -- grain spawn is good, sawdust spawn is also fine
i. sanitizer --  rubbing alcohol, iodine-based, or 10% bleach solution

2. Shred straw: this is not strictly necessary, but definitely helps colonization

3. Pasteurize straw: soak the straw in water that is 160 - 180 degrees F for about two hours. An easy
way to do this is to put the straw in a laundry bag inside a cooler and pour 180 degree F water over it
until the cooler is full. Close the cooler and leave it for two hours.

4. Allow the straw to cool and dry: Your goal is for the straw to be not hot to touch (under 100 degrees F)
and to have no more than 60% moisture content, which corresponds to being able to barely squeeze a
drop of water out of a double handful of straw.
a. You can spread it on a tarp or let the bag of straw hang for a couple of hours.
b. You can also accomplish this quickly by spinning the straw in a washing machine spin cycle.

Once the water is out, it will cool quickly.

5. Sanitize your equipment (and wash your hands), then mix straw and spawn together and stuff into bag
or bucket and seal top. If you’re using a bucket, pre-drill ½” holes and line bucket with a trash-can
liner. After the bag is sealed, cut x-slits in bag or bucket liner to allow the fungus to breathe, and to
provide a spot for fruiting to occur. A good thumb rule is to create two openings per pound of dry straw.

6. Set the bag or bucket somewhere at room temperature and let it colonize for about 2 weeks.

7. By 2-3 weeks or so, mushrooms should start forming at the holes. Put the bucket or bag somewhere
where it gets indirect light, like in a room with a window. Keep the developing mushrooms from drying
out by using a humidifier, a humidity tent, or spraying several times a day. Within 4-5 days, they ought
to be ready to pick. Pick them as the caps are flattening out, but before they turn upwards.

8. Put the bucket or bag back into a spot to rest for 10-14 days, at which point it will fruit again. It should
fruit two times or more.

9. When you feel like you’ve gotten all you’re going to get out of it, compost your spent straw. Worms
love it!



Growing Shiitake on logs

1. Get freshly cut (living tree) hardwood logs, ideally oak, 4-6” in diameter and 3-4’ long
2. Gather materials: spawn (plug spawn is easiest), drill, wax
3. Drill holes 1” deep along a line lengthwise on log, with the number of lines equal to diameter (in

inches) of the log. Holes should be about 6” apart, and staggered on adjacent lines.
4. Drive plugs into holes, flush with log surface
5. Seal holes with melted wax.
6. Mark inoculation date and variety onto log (in a way that will last a few years).
7. Protect logs from extreme cold and dehydration as they colonize. Continue to water during prolonged

drought periods.
8. Lean vertically for fruiting.

Growing Mushrooms in mulch

1. Choose location (dappled shade is best) and get fresh hardwood (or mostly hardwood) mulch.
2. Gather materials: sawdust or grain spawn, cardboard or weed barrier, straw, mulch.
3. Prepare location by clearing out plants and then laying down cardboard or other weed barrier.
4. Inoculate! There are a couple of ways you can do this:

a. Method 1:
i. Lay out at least 3-6” of mulch mixed with straw (to speed colonization).
ii. Spread spawn over top (five pounds of spawn will inoculate 20-30 square feet).
iii. Rake to disperse spawn down through the mulch.

b. Method 2:
i. Mix spawn and mulch in a wheelbarrow or large tote or box.
ii. Spread mulch/spawn mixture over weed barrier or bare dirt.

5. Water as you would a garden. This is really easy if you spread mulch under your garden plants.

Resources that we’ve found useful:
● Books

○ The Essential Guide to Cultivating Mushrooms by Stephen Russell. Published 2014 by Storey
Publishing.

● Suppliers and Advice
○ Borrowed Land Farm, Pinnacle, NC

(336) 310-6659 info@borrowedlandfarm.com http://www.borrowedlandfarm.com
Spawn and friendly advice
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